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 The Government of Tasikmalaya Regency is currently planning to build a new 

type D hospital. Class D Hospital is needed in Cikatomas, Tasikmalaya Regency 

because the distance from Cikatomas to Tasikmalaya City is very long, this causes 

first aid not to be done quickly and can endanger lives. The large population in 

Tasikmalaya Regency is also one of the factors in the need to build this hospital. With 

this hospital, people can get first aid quickly and get qualified facilities from the 

government. In accordance with the standards of the Ministry of Health of the 

Republic of Indonesia Regulation number 24 of 2014 to meet the availability of 

hospitals in order to increase access to health services for the public to make it more 

affordable. Due to geographic conditions that are quite far away, it is necessary to 

establish a Class D hospital. The construction of a hospital in the area is expected to 

be able to support public health services.  

 
Psychology (from Ancient Greek: psyche = soul and logos = word) in the free sense 

of psychology is the study of the soul / mental. Psychology does not study the soul / 

mental directly because of its abstract nature, but psychology limits the manifestation 

and expression of the soul / mental in the form of behavior and processes or activities, so 

Psychology can be defined as a science that studies behavior and mental processes. In its 

development interior arrangement can affect a person's psychology. There are several 

elements of space that can affect the psychological side, such as color, shape, line, 

texture, sound, smell, and various images and symbols that have an impact on emotional 

states, as well as the characteristics of human psychology. One aspect of interior design 

that can affect psychology is the use of color in the interior design itself. Basically every 

color has the potential to give a positive or negative impression to space users. Which 

will affect the behavior of the user and also the psychological state of the user. The 

purpose of this design is to create a general hospital interior that fits the ideal needs of a 

class D hospital in accordance with government standards and according to the 

psychology of the user, in order to help speed up the patient's healing process and reduce 

stress apart from medical treatment.   
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